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The Wednesday
     at Albion-Oxford

The new announces itself and records its 
birth in every moment. The world is in a 
constant process of renewal. But how do we 
understand that philosophically? (Of course, 
there are those pessimists who think that 
there is nothing new under the sun - but we 
are not concerned about them here.)

The new is the movement from nothing into 
being, or from a being in one state or form into 
another state or form. One way of explaining 
this birth and movement is as a trajectory 
from unity into multiplicity, into unity again, 
which leads to a unity at a higher level. Idealist 
philosophers, especially German Idealists 
(Fichte, Schelling and Hegel) thought, in 
their different fashions, that it is a movement 
from the unity of thought and being into the 
divergence of the real and being, or the I 
and not-I, and then through a movement of 
thought, or history, or striving, back to that 
unity. Stated much more philosophically: it is 
the movement from Identity, to Identity and 
Difference, and finally a return to Identity.

It is obvious that if something is identical to 
itself it will be stable and it will not move. It is 
also true that something in a state of identity 
and difference will be unstable and will tend 
to reduce the tension by moving into a new 
and more stable state. The state of identity 
then is a state of rest (or equilibrium) and 
it is a final state. If the movement follows a 
certain dialectic (say the Hegelian dialectic) 
then the objection has been that this dialectic 
will come to an end. This doesn’t mean the 
end of life, thought and progress, but that all 
of that will not be new, but will be more of 
the same. (Rahim – I think this makes your 
point a bit clearer.) Some have predicted that 

Post-Modernism (in art and literature) will be 
something like this.

More radical thought has emerged that has 
called for a “Negative Dialectic;” one that 
emphasises the element of difference and the 
continuity of movement. There will always 
be something new for ever, for infinity. But 
this sounds like the bad infinity that Hegel 
talked about. To rectify it, there is a view that 
says that the movement carries its teleology 
within it. It is not just the birth of the new 
but that the new has its justification and 
its purpose within it. But then you have to 
explain how that is possible? Where does 
the teleology (or moving towards an end) 
come from? In an increasing secular society, 
with more materialistic trends of thought, it 
will be almost impossible to explain. Perhaps 
if you thought that there is an Absolute that 
reveals Itself/ Himself in history and thought, 
that could provide the needed solution. But 
the climate of thought at the present doesn’t 
allow it. Perhaps the increase interest in the 
philosophy of German Idealism might open 
the way to see how the birth of the new is 
possible and whether there are limits to such 
a birth process.
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A Thought
“It’s equally fatal for the mind to have a 
system and to have none. It will simply 
have to decide to combine the two.”

Friedrich Schlegel (1772-1829)
‘Athenaeum fragments’,  
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Setting the debate
The topic I am interested in debating 
is the following: Is talk about Music 
and Philosophy - as to whether the 
former complements or substitutes 
for the latter – misguided? Nietzsche 
wanted a Socrates who could play 
music. Nietzsche might have thought 
by theorising about the Wagner’s 
music that he was just doing that. 

Andrew Bowie seems to be reviving 
the same idea, but for Jazz. What do 
you think about that?

Rahim

Losing oneself
Well with a name like Bowie he can’t go 
wrong. I’ve had a quick look at this and saw 
he said,
 
“Art is supposed to engage your whole being 
and not just your conceptual capacity.” 

Yes, sometimes I can lose myself in a book, 
a painting, and music, even a room full of 
statues as happened when I was last in the city 
museum in Lille. I don’t play an instrument 

so I can’t comment on that although I imagine 
you could lose yourself and be at one with the 
music flowing through you like your breath. I 
will read more on this and consider. 

Fred

Music is non-cognitive
Dear Beatnikers,
Music is non-cognitive unlike the visual arts, 
which are cognitive.  For this reason Plato, 
Hegel, and all philosophers who correctly 
think that philosophy is about truth, have 
considered that music should come very 
low down among human activities. Hegel 
considered music to be the lowest form of art, 
and I think he is right.

Phil

Is music unconscious?
Interesting Phil. It would be more interesting 
if you could unpack the word “cognitive”. 
It implies music is unconscious? Music I think 
links to emotion, and I believe in emotional 
truth, I think (although that needs unpacking!)

Paul

Debate  

Music & Philosophy:
The Question of Priority & Relative Value
Started Tuesday, 1st of August 2017 
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Unpacking the “cognitive”
Cognitive means that there are rules of form 
and content in play. This is why the visual 
arts are cognitive, because like for example 
politics and history there are rules of form and 
content.  As far as possible, emotion is not to 
play a part.

But as you correctly say, Paul, music is all 
about emotion and is therefore non-cognitive. 
Non-cognitive does not mean unconscious.  
Rather it means not about rules of form and 
content. There is no such thing as emotional 
truth, if that means putting the non-cognitive 
above the cognitive.

Hegel completely demolishes the idea (held 
by misguided people like Schopenhauer 
and Nietzsche) that music should be placed 
above the visual arts.

The idea that music is on a par with philosophy 
goes against the whole tradition of Western 
philosophy as practiced by those almost 
universally acknowledged to be the greats - 
Plato, Aristotle, Spinoza, Kant, Hegel.

Phil

Immediate thoughts
Truth is one. Emotional truth and cognitive 
truth – and physical truth, for that, too – 
cannot contradict one another. Emotional – 
or, better, ‘feeling’ as per Jung’s psychology 
– does not imply purely subjective; that is 
a misconception due to the quirks of our 
culture, as well as the intellectual bent of most 
philosophers. All psychological functions can 
be subjective or objective in their orientation. 
For fire signs like Phil and myself, feeling 
tends to be naturally subjective and internal, 
but for air signs such as Paul feeling is 
objective – really existing externally, out there 
in the world. A similar distinction applies to 
the thinking function, as well as to sensation 
and intuition. 

 

When it comes to works of art, of whatever 
genre, the appreciation is in the first instance 
by the feeling function, which is global. Works 
of art are not philosophical disquisitions in 
a user-friendly form. This is a point where 
many (rather, most) philosophers have gone 
wrong. In fact, being largely under the sway 
of the intellect – the thinking function – and 
often out of touch completely with their 
unconscious feeling function, they rarely 
understand art at all. Hegel is a rare exception, 
though his understanding is somewhat skewed 
because of his erroneous metaphysics. 
Malcolm Budd, from what I remember, is 
good on art, particularly music (though I don’t 
remember the details). As Aristotle rightly 
said, a work of art is a reflection of reality – 
in miniature, organised, and concentrated. 
Art comes before philosophy just as reality 
comes before our intellectual thinking 
about it. Science is post-hoc. 
 
After the global feeling appreciation of a work 
of art– this is tragic, or funny, or exciting, 
or intriguing, or just clever (like Joyce and 
most modern jazz), or a misrepresentation 
of truth and reality, or (at best) awesome and 
tremendous– then the thinking function steps 
in to analyse bit by bit (the thinking function 
is not global but particulate and proceeds step 
by step). Moreover, the thinking function is 
closely related to linguistic expression (which 
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proceeds word by word in order).
The trouble with music is that it has no 
linguistic element, and, unlike painting, 
which at least presents objects that can 
be named and described in words [note: 
so-called abstract art is nothing but a con or 
a matter of pure design– whoever wept or 
laughed at a so-called abstract work of art?], 
the material content of music finds no 
obvious correlative in external reality. In 
other words, we find it very hard to talk 
objectively about what it means. 

However, humility is a good thing, and we 
should not allow our own incapacity to 
persuade us of a lack in the art itself. 
Personally, I find it difficult to talk about music 
as I don’t have perfect pitch and so cannot 
describe the form precisely. However, the 
way into music, as all art, is by the feeling 
function, and those with perfect pitch often 
allow their formal appreciation to dominate 
over any feeling response– hence they might 
prefer some dreary classical music (simply 
because it’s classical) or modern jazz (because 
it’s so clever) over the profound feeling found 
in a simple song (such as Auld Lang Syne or 
Be Thou My Vision). 

The problem with discussion in the field of 
music is that, generally, those who appreciate 
the feeling element (and hence the truth) of a 
work are not those who have the purely physical 
auditory equipment to say precisely what 
is going on. And as for most philosophers, 
their comments on art generally show how 
alien the whole thing is to them– like the 
blind discoursing upon the visual. 
 

Peter

Jung and the definition of feeling
Thanks Peter - interesting!

‘For fire signs like Phil and myself, feeling 
tends to be naturally subjective and internal, 
but for air signs such as Paul feeling is 
objective – really existing externally, out there 
in the world. A similar distinction applies to 
the thinking function, as well as to sensation 
and intuition’.

Jung defined feeling as “primarily a process 
that takes place between the ego and a given 
content, a process, moreover, that imparts 
to the content a definite value in the sense 
of acceptance or rejection [...] Hence feeling 
is also a kind of judging, differing, however, 
from an intellectual judgment, in that it 
does not aim at establishing an intellectual 
connection but is solely concerned with 
the setting up of a subjective criterion of 
acceptance or rejection.»

Feeling is personal- so I wonder what you 
mean by the appreciation of a work of art 
is “global”. We all disagree! That is always 
the trouble- there is no objective criterion of 
acceptance or rejection. 

Paul 

Debate  
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Substituting the subjective 
for the objective
As I said to Paul, there is no such thing as 
emotional truth if it means putting the non-
cognitive above the cognitive.  Peter should 
recognise this from theology. You don’t put 
what you think above what you know, you put 
what you know above what you think.

The problem with Peter’s approach below is 
that it is based not on the tradition of Western 
philosophy, and the gains made by Western 
philosophy, but instead it is based on Jungian 
psychology which has no more status than the 
individual Jung’s subjective opinion.

Peter states that Hegel has an “erroneous 
metaphysics”.  Peter needs to explain what 
he means by this, as Hegel is widely regarded 
as the greatest philosopher who has yet lived, 
whereas Peter’s off-the-cuff remark comes 
across as utter gibberish.  If one is going to 
go against the whole tradition of western 
philosophy one needs a very good argument 
for this.

I have the Malcolm Budd (Values of Art: 
Pictures, Poetry, and Music) which I bought 
some years ago on Peter’s recommendation.  
But I have to say that Budd’s philosophy - which 
comes mainly from Hume- is highly inadequate 
and, like Hume, Budd places feeling above 

rationality. Hegel- who wrote two 
big volumes on aesthetics which 
are regarded as paradigmatic 
in Western philosophy - is not 
mentioned once in the whole 
book!  Also, virtually no one from 

the Greeks. We are given Lucretius instead of 
Plato and Aristotle.  Aristotle is considered 
only in relation to tragedy, and not in relation to 
his overall philosophical view, and even then, 
Budd seems to give credence to Nietzsche’s 
mistaken interpretation of Aristotle on 
tragedy.“Art comes before philosophy,” said 
Peter.  Nope.  Ontology- which is philosophy- 
comes before our attempts to interpret it, let 
alone our feelings about it.

The problem with music is not its lack of 
linguistic content, pace Peter. The problem 
with music is its lack of cognitive content.  
The problem is the lack of rules of form and 
content.  But if you find this philosophical 
point difficult, ask yourself why BBC4 and 
other large parts of our lives have been taken 
over by music.  It is because the ruling class 
does not want us to think about (social) reality, 
but instead wants us to feel - and in the process 
to substitute the purely subjective for the 
objective.

Phil

Thanks to all the participants in the debate 
(Fred Cousins, Paul Cockburn, Phil Walden 
and Peter Wood).                                 

 Rahim
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Nietzsche raised the question of 
pessimism under the influence of 
Schopenhauer and tried to deal 
with it face to face. Schopenhauer 
saw the will is the cause of 
suffering and misery. He called for 
the annihilation of the drive to will. 
Nietzsche saw that the solution 
is affirming the will. To will more 
rather than less. However, in his 
early writing (The Birth of the Greek 
Tragedy) he thought that the world 
needed justification. He called for 
an aesthetic justification. But in his 
later thinking he discovered the 
idea of the Will to Power. He then 
dropped the need for justification. 
But how do we get over misery? 
And what about happiness?

Happiness as epiphenomenon
Nietzsche’s view of happiness can be 
contrasted with those of Aristotle and 
Schopenhauer.

Aristotle’s view
On Aristotle’s view, happiness is the highest 

good:
“Now such a thing [final without 
qualification] happiness, above all 
else, is held; for this we choose always 
for itself and never for the sake of 
something else, but honour, pleasure, 
reason, and every virtue we choose 
indeed for themselves (for if nothing 
resulted from them we should choose 
each of them), but we choose them 
also for the sake of happiness, judging 
that by means of them we shall be 
happy. Happiness, on the other hand, 
no one chooses for the sake of these, 
nor, in general, for anything other 
than itself.” (NE, BI, 7, 1097a34b6).

Aristotle also says:
“It is clear from what has been said 
that happiness is among the things 
that ae prized and perfect. It seems to 
be so also from the fact that it is a first 
principle; for it is for the sake of this 
that we do all that we do, and the first 
principle and cause of goods is, we 
claim, something prized and divine.”  
(NE, BI, 12, 1101b35-1102a4).

Nietzsche on Happiness:
Justification of Life 
& Existence

RAHIM HASSAN

Part 2
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But Aristotle goes on to identify this 
happiness with the virtues character:

“Why then should we not say that he 
is happy who is active in accordance 
with complete virtue and is sufficiently 
equipped with external goods, not for 
some chance period but throughout 
a complete life? Or must we add ‘and 
who is destined to live thus and die 
as befit his life? Certainly the future 
is obscure for us, while happiness, 
we claim, is an end and something 
in every way final. If so, we shall call 
happy those among living men in 
whom these conditions are, and are to 
be fulfilled….but happy men.” (NE, BI, 
10, 1101a14-21).

Schopenhauer’s view
On Schopenhauer’s view, happiness is 
negative (because it is origin is a lack; a 
pain):

“All satisfaction, or what is commonly 
called happiness, is really and 
essentially always negative only, and 
never positive…[T]he satisfaction 
or gratification can never be more 
than deliverance from a pain, from a 
want…Nothing can ever be gained but 
deliverance from some suffering or 
desire; consequently, we are only in 
the same position as we were before 
this suffering or desire appeared.” 
(WWR, I, 319).

Schopenhauer also says:
“The careless and thoughtless youth 
imagines that the world exists in 
order to be enjoyed; that it is the 
abode of positive happiness…his life 
is a more or less deliberate pursuit of 
positive happiness and this, as such, is 
said to consist of positive pleasures…
This hunt for game that does not exist 
at all leads, as a rule, to very real and 
positive unhappiness that appears as 

pain, suffering, sickness, loss, care, 
poverty, disgrace, and a thousand 
other miseries..” (in Janaway’s paper: 
Schopenhauer’s Pessimism) 

It is also unachievable because we are in 
continuous state of desire and willing.

[ Schopenhauer concludes that this world 
“is the worst of all possible worlds” (WWR, 
II, 583) and that “its non-existence is to be 
preferable to its existence.” (WWR, II, 576)]

Nietzsche’s view
Nietzsche’s view is that the world is 
motivated by a will to power:
Nietzsche thinks that the world in itself is a 
Will to Power:

“The world viewed from inside, 
the world defined and determined 
according to its “intelligible character”-
it would be “will to power” and nothing 
else.” (BGE, $36) (also: “life itself is Will 
to Power” (BGE, $13)). 

This will to power adds another kind of suf-
fering; it is not only willing and desire in the 
way we have seen with Schopenhauer but a 
terrifying cruelty:

“Life itself is essentially appropriation, 
injury, overpowering of what is alien 
and weaker; suppression, hardness, 
imposition of one’s own forms, 
incorporation and at least, at its 
mildest, exploitation-…’Exploitation’ 
does not belong to a corrupt or 
imperfect or primitive society: it 
belongs to the essence of what lives..” 
(BGE, 259) 

Also:

“that everything that occurs in the 
organic world consists of overpowering, 
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SILKE LORENZ

dominating, and in their turn, 
overpowering and dominating consist 
of re-interpretation, adjustment, in the 
process of which their former ‘meaning’ 
and ‘purpose’ must necessarily be 
obscured or completely obliterated.’ 
(II§12)

To exercise your will to power is to face 
up to difficulties and this means facing 
displeasure:

“Human beings do not seek pleasure 
and avoid displeasure…What human 
beings want, what every smallest 
organism wants, is an increase of 
power; driven by that will they seek 
resistance, they need something that 
opposes it- Displeasure, as an obstacle 
to their will to power, is therefore a 
normal fact…, human beings do not 
avoid it, they are rather in continual 
need of it…” (WP, 702). “… that which 
is here the driving force must in any 

event desire something else [than 
happiness]…” (WP, 704)

The difficulties have to be overcome. 
Overcoming difficulties involves suffering. 
But the strong will feel pleasure in their 
task:

“a desire to overcome, a desire to 
throw down, a desire to become 
master, a thirst for enemies and 
resistances and triumphs.”(GM, I, 13) 

Nietzsche defines will to power as the 
increase in the feeling of pleasure. The 
pleasure is not the motive but it is a by-
product of getting over difficulties:

“What is good?- All that heightens 
the feeling of power, the will to 
power, power itself in man…What 
is happiness?- The feeling that 
power increases- that a resistance is 
overcome…” (A, 2).

Happiness is not the highest good as in 
Aristotle:

“The living creature values many 
things higher than life itself; yet out of 
this evaluation itself speaks- the will 
to power!” (Z, II, Of self-overcoming)

It is also not the motive for action nor is 
that its frustration the cause of despair, as 
in Schopenhauer. It is epiphenomenal:

“Pleasure appears where there is the 
feeling of power.” (WP, 1023).

But how are we going to understand 
all the excersis of overcoming and the 
feeling of power? Bernard Reginster 
gave an explanation which we could 
debate next time.
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Poetry

Something heard, seen, felt, or smelt just scratches the surface.
Must of course pierce through memory layers to reach completion.
 But the short- term configures the bits allowing a snapped reply.

Into the hall of the unconscious I need to go, it’s a hard entrance.
 Feelings resist like damp wood swollen in its frame.
Takes a lot of heavy leaning and lock-rattling, until 
 there I am, in among a smother of pictures;
 memory recorded when each was shoved into place.
 I still feel the shiver, giggle or quiet moan;
drawn to things I thought long forgotten.

I have been learning words to build expression.
All those years of saying in anticipation
of what I think might be - in reality it was just;
what’s been and what might be again.
The future is my OUGHT! 
I will shape it, joinering it into a belief, 
then set-off in some direction, still not known, though
always prepared to roll over in a tumble of new facts.

Making Sense

Poem  by DAVID BURRIDGE
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The Christianised Friday Mosques of Spain and:

The Cult of Mary (Peace be upon her)

No visitor to southern Spain can help 
but be struck by the omnipresent 
cult of the Virgin Mary. In almost 

every church there are statues of varying size 
depicting one of the many typologies of Mary: 
the Virgen de la Encarnacion (incarnation), 
Virgen de los Reyes (patroness of Seville), 
Virgen de las Aguas (waters), Virgen de la 
Caridad (charity), Virgen de la Piedad (piety), 
Virgen Dolorosa (weeping, sorrowing), 
Nuestra Senora de los Remedios (the favoured 
devotion of the conquistadores) and so on. 
Richly decorated in the finest lace, which 
can be replenished by only a select few, these 
statues take pride of place in the church. They 
are the centre of elaborate rites: on her feast 
day, for example, men and women queue to 
kiss the hand of the Virgin, watched over by 
besuited members of her fraternity, or she is 
carried by a team of bearers around the streets 
of her locality or village, to the sound of 
drums and the light of candles, followed by 
a long procession of the faithful. Her name is 
a favourite amongst women (Maria Carmen, 
Inmaculada, Dolores, Mari Angeles etc).

Mary is also the one to whom all the Friday 
mosques of Andalusia were dedicated after 
the Christian reconquista in the 13th century. 
These great mosques, where the whole 
Muslim community would gather together for 
prayer on Fridays, became churches under the 
authority of Mary. Why? 

According to the exoteric understanding, 

Religion

STEPHEN HIRTENSTEIN

The Church of Santa Maria La Mayor in Ronda
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Muslims were happy to accept Mary as she 
is venerated in Islam: in Islamic doctrine 
both Mary and Jesus are given a special place 
amongst human beings as being ‘purified/
cleansed’. This appears to be the real origin 
of the Catholic dogma of the immaculate 
conception, the doctrine that Mary was 
conceived in her mother’s womb free of 
original sin (which was only dogmatically 
defined in 1854). The first time such an idea 
surfaces in the West seems to be in the 12th 
century, at exactly the time when ideas from 
Islamic al-Andalus were permeating Christian 
Europe. An essential part of the Greek and 
Roman knowledge that was transmitted from 
Islamic Spain to Christian Europe in the 12th 
century, transmitted with extensive Muslim 
commentary, has to do with the nature of form: 
how is it that a single incorporeal truth reveals 
itself in the multiple forms of this world? It was 
particularly in the School of Chartres, which 
was the first and most ardent recipient of this 
transmission, that the knowledge of form was 
identified with the primordial aspect of Mary, 
“the dwelling place of the uncontainable” 
as she is described in the Chora Church in 
Istanbul. The birth of Gothic, the ‘light’ which 
came into medieval Europe in art, architecture 
and intellectual thought, arrived within a 
Marian context. 

Debates on the immaculate conception 
amongst medieval scholastics such as 

Thomas Aquinas (d. 1274) and Bonaventure 
(d. 1274) and Duns Scotus (d. 1308) reflect 
Islamic discussions of the Qur’anic epithet 
of muṭahhar (‘purified’). In a well-known 
hadith, only Mary and Jesus are said to have 
escaped the touch of the Satan at birth and 
remained wholly faithful to the original purity 
of heart and soul. Mary is also described as a 
“model for the faithful”. She is placed above 
all other women because she is the cleansed 
bearer of the Spirit and Word of God. 
According to this understanding, it would 
have been easier for Muslims to accept the 
coming of Christianity and the transformation 
of a mosque into a church under the authority 
of the Virgin, far more so than if a church were 
dedicated to a Christian saint.

The esoteric explanation, how this external 
history is played out within our own lives, is 
perhaps more, or at least equally, important 
to understand. The ‘mosque’ (masjid) means 
literally a place of prostration, i.e. prostrating 
to that which one worships as greater than 
oneself; the ‘great mosque’ (jāmi) means 
literally ‘bringing together’, i.e. collecting all 
the disparate parts of one’s attention in the act 
of prayer and remembrance. Intellectually, 
we would say that God cannot be represented 
by any form: the True God, Absolute Being 
Itself, is far too great to be identified with any 
one image or idol, and this is at the basis of 
Jewish and Islamic conceptions of divinity. 
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When Muhammad was asked by a Bedouin 
to define iḥsān (‘right and beautiful action’, 
‘virtue’), he said: “to worship God as if you 
see Him”, i.e. to only picture the Divine 
internally, within one’s imagination, and not 
to make any external representation. However, 
any internal representation is also inherently 
limiting and limited: it is an ‘image’, whether 
seen or felt, that one creates in one’s mind, a 
divinity to which the Real conforms Himself 
(as the divine saying or hadith qudsi states, 
“I am according to how My servant thinks 
of Me, so let him think good of Me”). As we 
are imperfect creatures tainted by all kinds of 
misperception and ignorance, it is inevitable 
that such self-creations are our less than ideal 
projections. This is what Ibn  Arabi refers to 
as the “God of beliefs”:

“Generally speaking, every individual 
must have a belief about their Lord 
through which they return to Him and 
seek Him. When He reveals Himself 
to them in it, they recognise Him and 
acknowledge Him, but when He reveals 
Himself in another form, they refuse 
to recognise Him and take refuge from 
Him.  In fact, they offend good form 
(adab) towards Him, all the while 
thinking that they are observing good 
form.  They only believe in a god that 
they have made within themselves, for 
the god of beliefs is a construct. They 
only see their own selves, and what they 

have made within themselves” (Fuṣūṣ 
al-ḥikam, chapter on Hud).

 According to Ibn Arabī, everyone’s belief 
depends upon the extent of their preparedness 
to receive Being.

However, there is one who does not limit God 
to any particular form, one who is cleansed 
of their partial lower nature and lives entirely 
in line with the complete Self of the Divine. 
Such a one knows that what appears as partial 
is merely a relative perspective of the whole, 
and realises the meaning of servanthood. 
In them prostration and submission to God 
is total, and they know that “wherever you 
turn, there is the Face of God” (Quran). 
This is what Mary truly represents. As Rumi 
puts it, “become Mary so that your Jesus 
may be born”.

The appearance of Mary, then, in the great 
Andalusian mosques can be understood not 
as a retrograde step into idolatry, nor as the 
triumph of Christianity over Islam, nor as the 
iconographic image superseding iconoclastic 
non-representation, but as a fundamental 
advance in human inner evolution, from the 
imagined God created in the beliefs to the pure 
receptacle that embodies and bears the Divine 
Spirit and Word. Her many faces reveal the 
endless self-disclosure (tajallī) of Spirit in 
manifestation.

The Church of Santa Maria La Mayor in Ronda: Part of the old Mihrab (prayer niche directed 
towards Mecca) has survived
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‘Kardiotissa’ - Virgin Mary and Child

by  Dianne Cockburn

Art
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Travel Diary

September 2011, I arrived in Havana, I 
travelled with three friends, but for the 
most part I explored on my own.  

On the way into the city from the airport, we 
travelled through the suburbs which were 
scruffy and looked like they were about 40 
years behind in time. The 1950s American cars 
move along with horses and carts and donkeys 
used for transport. The shacks and industrial 
units hit me first. The American cars were 
battered on the outskirts and as you approach 
the centre then the cars improve, terrific fifties 
Chevys, brilliant! 
As you approached the centre, the first thing 
that takes your eye is the ministry of the 
interior building in Plaza de la Revolution (or 
Revolution Square). On the side of the building, 
about 14 stories high, there is the face of Che 
Guevara, the great revolutionary with his 
beret with the star in the middle. It dominates 
the land scape, you simply could not miss it. 

We eventually found the hotel, a reasonable 
place. Feeling exhausted, I showered and we 
had dinner and then bed for the night. 
I woke early the next day, I got up and went 
to the harbour where there was an art fair, 
and I brought a copy, in English, of The Old 
Man and the Sea. Well, it was only about 120 
pages long so I sat down and started to read. I 
was taken away by Hemingway immediately. 
I was in the Gulf Stream with Santiago on 
his skiff being dragged out to sea by the great 
marlin he’d caught. I battled with him and 
suffered the loss as the sharks eat his great 
catch. Now I was hooked too. So, next was the 
Ernest Hemingway bar tour. 
That evening I set out from the Bodeguita del 
media bar, the birthplace of the Mojito, I ended 
up in the Restaurante Floridita , which has the 
brass statue of Hemingway leaning on the bar, 
it was his favourite drinking hole and he is said 
to have invented the cocktail, “Daiquiri” while 

Havana: Days With The Old Man & His Sea
FRED COUSINS
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Moving Forward

I      am pleased to say that the experimental issue has been 

a success. We have received great encouragement 

from our members; the Wednesday regulars at 

Albion, as well as friends and supporters. I thought 

that we should keep the momentum going and took the 

decision to print the new issue of the magazine - issue 

number 1. 

It was my belief for a long time that individually and as a 

group we have great potential but the point is to realise it. 

Many who would be good writers on philosophy, poetry, 

art, travel and society will discover their potential in the 

very act of writing in The Wednesday. 

We must remember that the new magazine is founded 

to serve the Wednesday group at Albion. It aims at giv-

ing our discussions and thoughts a concrete shape. The 

meetings will move forward by going over the debate 

of previous week and developing it. The magazine will 

move forward too. 

Sometimes you have to move backward to be able to 

move forward. I have been looking through ideas in my 

email inbox to see what have we been debating in the 

past months and to develop these.

This is the new issue of a new publication. Some readers 

might expect big declarations and statements; something 

like the manifesto of the Romantic poets or the French 

Surrealists, the Futurist movement in Italy, but also the 

famous The Oldest System Programme of German Ide-

alism and the Marx and Engel’s Manifesto! These were 

great moments of history and they all left their mark on 

their age and became part of the human intellectual and 

aesthetic heritage. They started with new vision and de-

termination to change thought, sensibility and the world. 

They pushed vision and action to the extreme in an at-

tempt to awaken the thought and will of their age. They 

might have got carried away by their enthusiasm to think 

that they have said the last word and have created the last 

revolution to change history and to start fresh in a new 

Messianic era; a Human History! (My apology to Marx.) 

But these views turned out to be partial. There is always 

a new vision and a new way the world will take. No one 

has said the last word or closed the door of creativity and 

the birth of the new. A well known sentence by al-Ghaz-

ali that has been repeated by Leibnitz often gets misun-

derstood. It says that this is “the best possible world”. It 

has been taken to mean there will not be anything new to 

add. But this is wrong.

We start with no such declarations and our prospect is 

limited to what we can do. We much prefer to take things 

gradually and develop them overtime through conversa-

tion, dialogue and debate. We will, as individuals and as 

group, get the benefit of this gradual movement. This is a 

sure way to proceed rather than coming up with a decla-

ration that will falter very quickly. 

There is a wise slogan by Mao Tse-Tung that has been 

misused in the past. It says: ‘Let a hundred flowers 

bloom, let a hundred schools of thoughts contend’. This 

is what we are calling for. We have created a cultural 

space to sow the seeds of new thoughts and I hope we’ll 

all till the land. The editor
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A Thought..
“Though genius isn't something that can be produced arbitrarily, it is freely willed 

- like wit, love, and faith, which one day will have to become arts and sciences. 

You should demand genius from everyone, but not expect it. A Kantian would call 

this the categorical imperative of genius.” (A fragment From the Athenaeum)
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Whitehead says in his book ‘Process 

and Reality’ that Western Philosophy 

is a footnote to Plato. This might or 

might not be the case but it certainly raises the 

problem of the old and the new in philosophy 

and culture generally. The Analytical school 

of philosophy has done away with the history 

of philosophy. It has been claimed that 

philosophy should be problem based and 

not an investigation of literature. However, 

dropping history is a big thing in itself. It 

raises the question we are dealing with here.

Whitehead talks about a universe of continuous 

creation; a dynamic universe where entities are 

only temporarily stable. They are on the way 

to further interactions and transformations, in a 

state of Concrescence (or growing together, in 

his vocabulary). This reminds me of the Islamic 

mystic Ibn Arabi (12-13 centuries) who thought 

the universe is God’s continuous self-disclosure. 

For Whitehead, God himself comes out of the 

process of creativity 

Heidegger after writing Being and Time in 

what is known as the Keher (or the Turn in his 

thinking) he started to see that Man and Being 

come out of the Abyss (may be the unknown). 

Earlier he thought of explaining Being in term 

of Dasein but now he thought Dasein is not the 

basic term for explanation but the Abyss. Ibn 

Arabi makes similar point to Heidegger and 

Whitehead in describing god. He suggests that 

there is God in Himself and we don’t know 

anything about Him in that state but there is God 

in his relation to the world (Disclosure) and we 

know about Him in this respect.

The dynamic picture of the universe is intuitive 

and hard to reject. The world and thought are 

always in a state of renewal. Take the history of 

philosophy from the early Greek to the present 

time: there is a constant development but any 

development does not invalidate the thoughts 

that came before it. It is a mistake to look at the 

thoughts of past centuries as some relics that we 

should get rid of. This became apparent with 

crises of the Analytic school after a century of 

the Linguistic Turn (the turn towards analysing 

language and talks of meaning and reference 

etc.). 

There is now more openness towards Medieval 

Philosophy, as well as an interest in Continental 

Philosophy. The renewal of interest in the 

Post-Kantian thought at the moment is very 

interesting. It shows that there has so much 

thought developed in the past that has not been 

absorbed yet and has been unduly neglected. 

The same can be said about literature and art 

generally. This year we had the centenary of 

Proust’s novel: In Search of Time Lost. The 

novel now has made it to philosophy departments 

and has been considered a worthwhile book to 

have a full philosophy course on it in Oxford 

(Rewley House) as well as London School of 

Philosophy. Credit to Dr. Meade McCloughan 

who organised the course and delivered the 

lectures in both institutions.

The world and thought are in a state of becoming. 

This movement assumes an empty space to move 

into, and hence there is always a room for new 

events and new thought. What one needs is new 

vision without discarding what is significant in 

the past. The Editor
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drinking there. So, I was drinking and 
walking the streets that Hemingway 
walked for 20 years, and after a few 
cocktails I was in the spirit of Havana.
The next day I thought I would check 
out the dock. There in the harbour is 
the dock of “The Old Man and the 
Sea”. I sat here and my mind wandered 
back to Santiago and his arrival back 
with a skeleton strapped to the side of 
his skiff. 
I soon found another book, this time 
on the life of Ernest Hemingway. He 

wanted to enrol in the army in 1917 but his eye sight let him 
down. However, he joined the Red Cross and was soon serving 
in Italy, carrying men on stretchers. He became an ambulance 
worker. At one point, he got blown up and despite having 200 
pieces of shrapnel imbedded in his leg he managed to carry an 
injured soldier to the ambulance station. After this, he lived in 
Paris, then in 1940 he moved to Havana. In 1954, he won the 
Nobel prize, a year after “The Old Man and the Sea”. After 
surviving a couple of plane crashes while on safari in Africa, 
in July 1961 he committed suicide in Ketchum Idaho. His 
wife was in the house at the time, he must have reached an 
all-time low and it is still a mystery as to why he committed 
suicide.
I read this account of Hemingway’s life in bars and on 
park benches around Havana. It was a journey never to be 
forgotten. 
I started with the Che Guevara picture at the beginning – well, 
every souvenir shop had the T shirt or the hat with the star, the 
one Che Guevara wore. He was everywhere. Just as Ernest 
Hemingway does, Che Guevara sticks in the memory too. 
Havana, like going back in time.  A wonderful time. 
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Poem by Emily Dickinson 
Calligraphy by Barbara Vellacott

Emily Dickinson (1830 - 1886) was an American poet of 
extraordinary qualities. Though she lived a normal sociable life 
when young and was well educated, she withdrew into seclusion 
and wrote over 1700 short but startlingly original poems, mostly 
published after her death. Her poems are about love, death, God 
(though she was not conventionally religious), and nature, and 
often have an ecstatic quality, like the one above.

Creative Art  


